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There’s a bit of wisdom shared amongst ministers  
that there is never a perfect or even good time  
for a minister to leave a congregation.  
 
There is only a choice between too soon and too late. 
 
While much of my ministry here has been focussed on the work  
of the day-to-day, the Sunday-to-Sunday, and the year-to-year,  
I have also carried a larger and almost-always unspoken responsibility  
for the over-arching trajectory of the congregation—  
an obligation to hold always in mind the big picture  
and the long-term future of First Unitarian. 
 
It means that I am concerned about the traditions we uphold here,  
as well as the ones we let go of, either with intention or out of neglect.  
 
It means that I often fret about setting precedents we can’t sustain,  
or taking directions that could bring harm to the congregation.  
 
And it means that I take in the dreams that you name for this place,  
this beloved community of memory and hope,  
and try to embody those dreams and reflect them back to you  
to shape the values we share and the actions we together take. 
 
These aren’t things I do alone.  
 
I regularly engage in conversations about all of this  
with the other members of the Executive Committee,  
with the Board, the Committee on Shared Ministry,  
and with my colleagues on staff— 
all of whom share in this responsibility, as well. 
 
But as what’s called the “settled minister” here,  
I carry this responsibility in a somewhat different way,  
especially after some sixteen years, 
seeing more than 50 people come onto and rotate off the board  
in their time and turn. 
 



For better and for worse, I am now the person  
who has been in a continuous leadership role here for the longest time.  
 
As such, I am a thread of continuity, seeking to keep faith  
with the congregation’s past and its future,  
while we live fully in the present.  
 
In this, I have come to know this congregation,  
and so many of you individually, pretty well over the years— 
living through the highs and lows, the blessings and disappointments,  
the challenges and the constraints that are part of ministry,  
and that are part of life, particularly one lived in community.  
 
I have also come to know that I am loved and appreciated, 
which has made it easy for me to love this congregation in return.  
 
I have routinely been touched by the depth of your commitment  
to this thing, to this place, that we have worked to build and rebuild,  
to sustain and to stretch into a future that ever beckons. 
 
Across the years, we have enjoyed a mutual trust  
amid a long stretch of stability that I believe  
has been vital to the congregation in having the confidence  
to sell its former home and purchase another.  
 
And in the past three years, as we’ve moved  
through wave after wave of the pandemic,  
we have held to and reinforced the ties that bind this community together.  
 
This is a truly remarkable congregation— 
which, I will freely share, makes it incredibly difficult to leave.   
 
Several years ago, I learned about the uniquely Canadian concept  
of “taking a walk in the snow”— 
the euphemism coined by the elder Trudeau  
to describe that point when a Prime Minister,  
or I would venture most any leader,  
has to take some time apart and gauge when it’s time to pass on the baton.  
 
The word I use for this is discernment.  
The intentional process of listening to life,  
to what we consider most sacred,  
taking in the counsel of our nearest and dearest,  
looking for writing on the proverbial wall,  



stilling ourselves long enough to hear what our own heart has to say. 
 
I have been in such a process for some time.  
In part because, as I said earlier, it’s an ongoing part of my job.  
 
And in part because I am finding that  
just as the congregation is changing in what it needs,  
I am entering a different phase of my own life.  
 
The sudden deaths of my parents in recent years,  
and at relatively young ages,  
has certainly gotten my attention.  
 
I am sitting with what I want and need the last chapters of my life to be.  
 
And I am thinking a great deal about my family of choice,  
my family of the heart,  
which is spread near and far— 
and sometimes feels very far away. 
 
I’m also wrestling with discomfort,  
as in the need to move beyond my comfort zone.  
I think that’s true for me.  
And I think it’s true for you, as a congregation. 
 
In important ways, we share trust and a certain ease with one another. 
We have become comfortable— 
even through all the disruptions through which we are presently living. 
 
And as lovely and loving as that can be,  
I do not believe it is what First most needs  
as the congregation opens itself  
to this next promising chapter in its storied history. 
 
I don’t think it would be healthy for me to remain—for you, or for me. 
 
Truth is, I find that I have run out of things to say. 
You’ve already seen all my tricks. 
And different gifts are required for this next chapter  
that I do not feel play to my strengths as a minister.  
 
I hope you might come to appreciate in time, if not already,  
that this decision on my part is a gift of love and devotion  
to this place into which I have poured nearly half of my adult life.  



 
And that it’s a service to us all if I can be the first person  
to acknowledge the need for a change in leadership.  
It spares you from having to communicate that to me down the road. 
 
All too often, ministries end in conflict because they lasted too long. 
And ministers and congregations were resistant to recognizing  
that it was time for a new chapter to be written. 
 
As I said earlier, there’s never an ideal time to leave.  
But timing is important.  
 
So, I want to be sure you understand my reasoning about why now. 
 
Obviously enough, the congregation is in the thick  
of a major and multi-year transition.  
 
I appreciate that this may seem to some the worst possible time to leave.  
 
But I actually think this is the best time to leave, and here’s why. 
 
First off, there is a natural lifespan to any ministry.  
Ministers come and go.  
But the congregation is meant to endure. 
 
Since ministers don’t live for centuries,  
like many of our congregations do,  
you eventually have to replace us. 
 
In this congregation’s 177-year history, I am the 22nd settled minister.  
This congregation has done this twenty-one times before. 
 
Some of you may recall the large, framed collection of photographs  
of most of these ministers that used to hang in the board room at 175.  
 
My photo was added a couple of years after I arrived.  
 
The starting year of 2007 was printed in calligraphy,  
followed by a dash, leaving open-ended my tenure here.  
 
Some of you may also recall  
that I hauled that same large, framed collection of photos  
into the sanctuary early on in my time here  
to remind you, and myself,  



that there were still blank spots to be filled  
by the ministers who will come after me.  
 
A minister that stays on too long  
risks doing damage to a congregation.  
 
While they often help make big things possible,  
say, like a move of location, 
long-term ministries are infamous for being followed  
by several short and rocky ones.  
Not always, but often. 
 
Fortunately, that hasn’t been the case for me,  
given that I followed the Morrison-Reeds,  
who also left after sixteen years— 
and departed at roughly the same age that I am now.  
 
Aside from the risks of not having fresh perspectives and renewed energy,  
the real risk in very long-term ministries  
is that the identity of the minister and the identity of the congregation  
become fused in ways that are not always healthy,  
making it much harder for the congregation to accept a new minister  
and for the congregation to live into a future  
without being haunted by the unhelpful ghost of the former minister.  
 
In my case, I feel that I have reached the natural end  
of what I was called here to do.  
 
Though I thought we would move into a new building  
in my first two or three years—silly, silly me!— 
I can now see that serving into the transition itself, and to this point,  
was the work that was mine to do with you. 
 
This has meant creating a holding place,  
where drawing on our strengths,  
we were able to commit to the move. 
 
That move is now well under way.  
 
The old building has been sold.  
The new building has been purchased.  
The congregation has approved the construction budget.  
The architects are fast at work on the final designs.  
Much of the money has been raised. 



And, in a few months, the renovations will begin.  
 
Twelve to eighteen months after that,  
First Unitarian will move into its new home in Oakwood-Vaughan.  
 
Between now and then, there is a great deal of deeper work  
that the congregation needs to turn to— 
strategic planning, for sure,  
but, even more, coming to a fresh and fuller understanding  
of who the congregation is,  
what strengths and weaknesses it has,  
and of what the congregation’s true calling is  
to be of service to the rising generation, and generations still to come.  
 
This is incredibly creative, generative work,  
and it should be embraced  
with bold hope for all that First can be. 
 
Were I to stay in place until the congregation  
got settled in the new building, though, 
there would be a strong temptation for us, together,  
to try to recreate what we already know.  
 
I would be tempted to build up a version of First that plays to my strengths.  
 
But that would be a disservice to you, because in my heart of hearts,  
I believe the congregation is yearning to move in some different directions—just as 
it should.  
 
So, I want you to be free to dream. 
 
Across sixteen years, we have become comfortable with each other.  
That has been a great blessing on many levels,  
helping us, as I’ve said, to get this far.  
 
But I am not really capable any longer  
of bringing fresh perspectives to you. I’m too far in.  
I’ve become embedded in ways that make it now  
seemingly impossible for me to ask  
the naïve question that can sometimes shift our thinking. 
 
So, I see the renewal that the congregation needs to go through  
over the next couple of years to prepare for the move to Oakwood  
to be deeply aligned with the work that you will be doing  



to consider who you want to serve as your next settled minister.  
 
If I were to stay on for even another two or three years,  
that would mean those processes would be separated,  
and then drawn out over four or five or six years— 
meaning the congregation would inadvertently  
be doing a lot of inward reflecting,  
at just the point in time when the congregation will need to be  
moving fully into its strength, with passion and a clear plan for the future.  
 
That is what I most dearly want for you.  
 
And, even still, parting will be such sweet sorrow.  
 
I have already for a time been processing just a portion of the grief  
that I know is ahead for me, as I say goodbye and fade into memory,  
as I am professionally obligated to do. 
 
But that is often what love asks of us—  
and it is ultimately what life asks of us.  
 
Of all the problematic stories in the Bible,  
the one I have wrestled with the most across many years,  
beginning when I was a teenager,  
is the story of Moses and his not making it into the Promised Land. 
 
What a cruel turn of events, I thought.  
What a fundamental unfairness,  
younger versions of me have thought and railed. 
 
And, yet, the older I have grown,  
I have come to understand and appreciate the wisdom of the story. 
 
To see in it not an invitation to compare oneself to Moses,  
but to see the eternal truth the story holds— 
the truth that speaks to the way of all flesh,  
to the way of all living things.  
 
I have frequently alluded in my preaching  
to another passage in the Book of Deuteronomy that reminds us  
that we eat the fruit of trees we did not plant  
and drink from wells we did not dig.  
 
In that passage I find a call to gratitude  



for the generosity and grace of the Earth  
and for those who went before us,  
doing work that made our lives possible.  
 
This feeling of deep gratitude is a central part of my theology  
and my personal spiritual practice.  
 
But this truth has a flip-side,  
which calls us to the work of planting and digging,  
that others may benefit from our labours,  
as we have benefitted from what was done to prepare the way for us.  
 
We are called to dig wells from which we will never drink. 
To plant trees under which we’ll never sit  
to enjoy their shade or the fruit they produce.  
 
Some have pointed out their surprise  
that I wouldn’t want to move into the new building.  
 
Well, of course I’d like to make it to the new building. . . ! 
 
After so many years of anticipation, after so many years of work,  
after pandemic broadcasts from my dining room table,  
and now this transition time at Oakwood Collegiate,  
of course, it would be deeply, deeply satisfying  
to enjoy the pay-off, the harvest, the reward.  
 
But, for all the reasons I’ve already stated,  
I don’t believe with any part of my being  
that that is what I am—or you are— 
being asked to live into in this moment.  
 
Everything I trust in the universe and within myself tells me that it’s time. 
 
Sometimes love asks us to let go. 
 
There is grief in that for me, as there may be for you.  
But such is life’s way sometimes.  
 
And I am finding that I can be at peace with that.  
 
And trust that on some distant day, in the fullness of time,  
I might be invited back to see how the new building turned out— 
and to celebrate what you’ve been able to do with it  



to build up this congregation and the wider community. 
 
This letting go is the work of life. 
 
I recall the last conversation I had with Larry Wulff  
before he died a few years ago, at the age of 95. 
 
Both of us born in mid-winter, we compared ages and realized  
that on the date of my visit, I was, almost exactly half his age.  
 
As he sensed the end of his life looming on the horizon,  
he offered up a metaphor I’ll never forget.  
 
He said that it was like being at a fabulous party,  
knowing the time was coming when you needed to bow out, 
even as the party was in full-swing and would go on and on.  
 
I found that beautiful and deeply poignant. 
 
Over these next few months,  
there is still important work for us to do together.  
 
My hope is that we will work towards a good ending,  
honouring all that has been and celebrating what is still to come for us both.  
 
There is an art in saying goodbye with grace, in letting go with love.  
 
While there will certainly be moments when I expect to choke up,  
finding my heart in my throat  
and tears likely leaking from my eyes,  
this time need not be sad or morose.  
 
We can, instead, tell a story together  
of what it means to honour what has been,  
while making room for what is to come.  
 
May it be so.  
 
Amen. 
 


